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A REVIEW OF RADAR SEA ECHO

Merrill I. Skolnik

ABSTRACT

The radar echo from the sea limits the ability of radar to detect targets. A knowledge of the sea echo is necessary, therefore, for proper design of radars that must detect targets on or over the sea. This report briefly reviews the ocean surface characteristics that affect radar echo and summarizes the present status of knowledge of the sea echo as a function of radar grazing angle, sea state and wind, polarization, frequency and other factors. A plot of $\sigma^0$ (radar cross section per unit area) as a function of grazing angle and frequency obtained from an averaged composite of reported data shows that no simple law of frequency dependence should be expected. The attempts made in the past to provide theoretical models describing the sea echo are reviewed and lead up to the presently accepted models of scattering surfaces composed of the larger gravity waves on which are superimposed the smaller capillary waves. The influence of sea echo on radar design is discussed and is considerably different than the usual design restraints imposed by thermal noise. The potential application of radar for oceanographic measurements such as sea state and wind is described.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A radar that must detect targets on or near the surface of the sea must cope with the echo returned by the sea itself. The sea echo can be relatively large and in many instances it, rather than receiver noise, limits the detection capability of a radar. Thus, when it is necessary to detect ships, low flying aircraft, navigation buoys, land-sea boundaries and other objects near or in the water, a knowledge of sea echo is important for effective radar design. The character of the sea echo is not only important to the design of radars but it can also be used to obtain a measurement of ocean surface effects of interest to the oceanographer such as surface roughness and wave patterns.

Many measurements of the radar return from the sea have been made by many experimenters. These measurements have been obtained at frequencies ranging from HF to millimeter wavelengths to optical wavelengths and under a variety of conditions. The data covers a wide spread of values but even under supposedly identical conditions there has not always been good agreement among experiments. Part of the large variation of data is due to the difficulty of measuring or describing the sea and the environment. The speed, duration, fetch and direction of the wind at the water surface, the ocean currents, contaminants such as oil, the effects of distant storms that propagate disturbances of the sea with low loss over vast distances, bottom variations, and local weather can all have an effect on sea echo and are difficult to measure, much less control, in field experiments. Furthermore there are the usual difficulties of an accurate calibration needed for an absolute measurement of radar cross section. Calibration is especially difficult for sea echo since it is seldom measured under laboratory-like conditions. The sea echo has also been observed to increase by as much as 10 dB in a one minute interval. These factors, and perhaps others not even known, all result in uncertainty in the data. The radar designer must therefore take account of the variation of data in his design and in the specification of performance.

This report presents representative experimental data regarding sea echo and its variation with radar parameters and sea conditions. Because of the wide spread in the data from experimenter to experimenter or even

---

in different runs by the same experimenter, the curves of sea echo should be considered illustrative rather than a firm description applicable to all conditions. The implications on radar design are described and a brief review of existing sea echo theory is given. Although the term sea echo is used almost exclusively here (except in Sec. 8), the terms sea clutter and sea return are also found in the literature.

The sea is a distributed target and the magnitude of the echo depends on the area illuminated by the radar beam. To eliminate the effect of the size of the illuminated patch, sea echo is usually described in terms of the radar cross section per unit area illuminated and is designated $\sigma^0 = \sigma / A$, where $\sigma$ is the radar cross section and $A$ is the area of the sea illuminated by the radar. At low grazing angles $\varphi$, the area $A$ is approximately $R \theta_B (c \tau/2) \sec \varphi$, where $R$ is the range, $\theta_B$ is the azimuth beamwidth, $c$ is the velocity of propagation, and $\tau$ is the pulse width (Fig. 1). At high grazing angles where the illuminated area is determined only by the antenna beamwidth rather than the pulse width, the area is approximately $R^2 \Omega_B$, where $\Omega_B$ is the solid angle of the radar antenna in steradians. The parameter $\sigma^0$ is sometimes called the clutter coefficient.

Much of the terminology of the oceanographer used to describe the sea is often unfamiliar to the radar engineer. Some of the more useful terms for the description of sea echo are given below:

Wind wave -- A wave resulting from the action of the wind on a water surface. While the wind is acting on it, it is a sea; thereafter, a swell.

Gravity wave -- A wave whose velocity of propagation is controlled primarily by gravity. Water waves of length greater than 2 inches are considered gravity waves.

Capillary wave (also called ripple, capillary ripple) -- A wave whose velocity of propagation is controlled primarily by the surface tension of the liquid in which the wave is traveling. Water waves of length less than one inch are considered to be capillary waves.

Fetch -- 1. (Also called generating area) An area of the sea surface over which seas are generated by a wind having a constant direction and speed. 2. The length of the fetch area, measured in the direction of the wind in which the seas are generated.
Fig. 1 - Area illuminated by radar at low grazing angles. (a) side view, (b) plan view. (Symbols defined in text.)
**Duration** -- The length of time the wind blows in essentially the same direction over the fetch.

**Swell** -- Ocean waves which have traveled out of their generating area. Swell characteristically exhibits a more regular and longer period and has flatter crests than waves within their fetch.

**Sea** -- Waves generated or sustained by winds within their fetch; opposed to swell.

**Wave spectrum** -- A graph showing the distribution of wave heights (or square of the wave heights) with respect to frequency in a wave record.

**Sea state** -- The numerical or written description of ocean surface roughness. For more precise usage, ocean sea state may be defined as the average height of the highest one-third of the waves observed in a wave train, referred to a numerical code as shown in Table 1.

**Fully-developed sea** (also called fully-arisen sea) -- The maximum height to which ocean waves can be generated by a given wind force blowing over sufficient fetch, regardless of duration, as a result of all possible wave components in the spectrum being present with their maximum amount of spectral energy.

**Significant wave height** -- The average height of the or. third highest waves of a given wave group. (Height is the vertical distance between a crest and a trough.)

There have been three qualitative scales to describe sea state, Table 1. The Hydrographic Office, or Douglas scale, has been widely used but it is supposed to be replaced by the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) Code 75 shown in the right hand column. The Douglas scale in its complete form (not shown in the table) specifies two numbers, one to describe the sea and the other the swell. A third system is the Beaufort number for reporting wind speed, which dates back to the early nineteenth century. The Beaufort number, in addition to specifying the wind speed, sometimes has been used to describe the corresponding effect on the sea since there is a correlation between the wind and the sea conditions. Any qualitative description of the sea is not as meaningful to the radar designer as specifying the value of $\sigma^0$ that corresponds to the sea conditions. In many instances of radar design, the sea state number
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beaufort number</th>
<th>Wind speed</th>
<th>Semenaz term</th>
<th>World Meteorologic Organization (1967)</th>
<th>Estimating wind speed</th>
<th>Effects observed at sea</th>
<th>Effects observed on land</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0-1</td>
<td>Calm</td>
<td>Calm</td>
<td>Calm; smoke rises vertically.</td>
<td>Calm; smoke rises vertically.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>Light air</td>
<td>Light air</td>
<td>Calm; smoke indicates wind direction; waves do not move.</td>
<td>Calm; smoke rises vertically.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>Fresh breeze</td>
<td>Fresh breeze</td>
<td>Wind fills on trees, leaves rustle, waves begin to move.</td>
<td>Calm; smoke rises vertically.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5-8</td>
<td>Breezy</td>
<td>Breezy</td>
<td>Small crests, waves, of foamy appearance, and breaking</td>
<td>Calm; smoke rises vertically.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>9-11</td>
<td>Fresh gale</td>
<td>Fresh gale</td>
<td>Leaves, small twigs in constant motion; light rain begins to fall.</td>
<td>Calm; smoke rises vertically.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>12-15</td>
<td>Strong gale</td>
<td>Strong gale</td>
<td>Dust, leaves, and leaves paper raised up, small branches move.</td>
<td>Calm; smoke rises vertically.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>16-19</td>
<td>Gale</td>
<td>Gale</td>
<td>Large branches of trees in motion; small trees in leaf begin to sway.</td>
<td>Calm; smoke rises vertically.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>20-24</td>
<td>Storm</td>
<td>Storm</td>
<td>Widespread destruction of trees; storm.</td>
<td>Calm; smoke rises vertically.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>25-32</td>
<td>Hurricane</td>
<td>Hurricane</td>
<td>Sustained wind over land; trees broken or snapped; considerable structural damage occurs.</td>
<td>Calm; smoke rises vertically.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1**

**BEAUFORT SCALE**

**WITH CORRESPONDING SEA STATE CODES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Beaufort number</th>
<th>5 knots</th>
<th>10 knots</th>
<th>20 knots</th>
<th>30 knots</th>
<th>45 knots</th>
<th>60 knots</th>
<th>80 knots</th>
<th>100 knots</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0-1</td>
<td>2-4</td>
<td>5-8</td>
<td>9-11</td>
<td>12-15</td>
<td>16-19</td>
<td>20-24</td>
<td>25-32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1-2</td>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>5-8</td>
<td>9-11</td>
<td>12-15</td>
<td>16-19</td>
<td>20-24</td>
<td>25-32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>5-8</td>
<td>9-11</td>
<td>12-15</td>
<td>16-19</td>
<td>20-24</td>
<td>25-32</td>
<td>25-32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** Nautical January 1, 1969, weather map symbols have been based upon wind speed in knots, at five-knot intervals, rather than upon Beaufort number.

is too fine a scale considering all the uncertainties associated with its measurement and its relation to $c^0$ so that a courser description is often employed; such as, for example, dividing the sea into the three regimes of smooth, medium, and rough.

Kinsman\(^8\) gives the following estimate of the percentage occurrence of wave heights for the ocean as a whole:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>wave height (ft)</th>
<th>0-3</th>
<th>3-4</th>
<th>4-7</th>
<th>7-12</th>
<th>12-20</th>
<th>20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>frequency of occurrence (percent)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus 45 percent of the ocean waves are less than 4 feet high, 80 percent are less than 12 feet high, and only 10 percent are greater than 20 feet high. The relative frequency of wave heights in the various regions of the world may be found in Ref. 3.

Sea waves are generated by the wind and differ from swell in both physical appearance and in their effect on radar echo. Individual sea waves are more peaked than pure sine waves and tend to be skewed in the direction of propagation. They are irregular, chaotic, short-crested (length along the crest of the same order of magnitude as the wavelength), mountainous and unpredictable except in a statistical sense. Sea waves contain many small waves superimposed on the larger waves and their spectrum covers a wide range of frequencies and directions. Swell waves are more regular than sea waves, are longer crested, have more rounded tops and are more predictable. Their spectrum covers a narrow range of frequencies and directions. Periods range from 5 to 30 sec. Swell waves in the absence of wind return considerably less radar echo than sea waves.

Gravity-wave characteristics are controlled by gravity. Both wind-generated sea waves and swell can be included in this category. The period of gravity waves varies from about one sec to 30 sec. In deep water (depth greater than a half a wavelength), classical wave theory gives the following approximate relations for the wavelength $L$ (ft), the period $T$ (sec) and the velocity $v$ (knots):

\[
L = 5T^2 \quad (1) \quad v = 3T \quad (2)
\]

These apply to individual sine waves and it should be cautioned that they might not correctly describe measurements of the average parameters of an irregular sea.

6
Capillary waves have periods less than about 0.1 sec. Like sea waves they are generated by the wind but surface tension rather than gravity is the force controlling their characteristics. Wavelengths less than about one inch are considered capillary waves. Waves of longer period and length for which surface tension cannot be neglected are classed as ultra-gravity waves. Capillary waves are quite sensitive to the wind. If the breeze that generated the capillary waves dies out, they soon flatten and the sea abruptly becomes smooth again. This is in contrast to gravity waves. If the wind generating gravity waves stops, they continue to run and become swell. The phase velocity of capillary waves decreases with increasing wave height, exactly opposite to the way gravity waves behave. When capillary waves interact with the longer gravity waves, the capillary waves appear to be concentrated, at times, on the forward face of the gravity wave just before the sharp crest.\textsuperscript{44, 60} The crests of short capillary waves are found to be almost parallel to the wind in some experiments.\textsuperscript{60} The crests of capillary waves are generally long and rounded with sharp troughs.\textsuperscript{2} Capillary waves seem to be the dominant scatterer when the sea is viewed by radars at the higher microwave frequencies (X band or greater).

The wave height is not fixed in relation to the wavelength, but depends on the wind generating it. Theoretical considerations show that a wave becomes unstable and breaks if the angle formed by the crest approaches 120° and that the height can be no greater than 1/7 of the length. Observations of gravity waves indicate the height-to-length ratio to vary from 0.1 to 0.008.\textsuperscript{5} The ratios for capillary waves can be greater. From the analysis of Crapper as reported by Kinsman\textsuperscript{3} the maximum height-to-length is 0.73 for capillary waves controlled by surface tension. They do not break as do gravity waves, but entrap air in the troughs beyond the maximum height-to-length ratio.

It takes a finite time for a sea to develop once the wind is blowing. The term fully developed sea describes the condition when the ocean waves have reached their maximum height when generated by a given wind force. Figure 2 shows the average wave height, the significant wave height and the average height of the one-tenth highest waves as a function of wind speed when the sea is fully developed. A wind velocity of 10 knots blowing for 2.4 hours over a fetch of at least 10 nm produces a fully developed sea with a significant wave height of 1.39 ft.\textsuperscript{11} A 20 knot wind over a 75 nm fetch blowing for 10 hours results in a fully developed sea with a significant wave height of 7.9 ft. A 30 knot wind and 23 hour duration give a height of 21.7 ft if the fetch is 280 nm. Figure 3 shows the growth of wave height with wind duration for a wind speed of 20 knots.
Fig. 2 - Wave height of the fully developed sea as a function of wind speed. Significant height = 1.6 × average height, 1/10 highest = 2.04 × average height. (Adopted from H.O. Pub. No. 603, 11)

Fig. 3 - Build up of wave height with time for a constant wind speed of 20 knots and a fetch greater than 75 naut mi. (Adopted from H.O. Pub. No. 603, 11)
If the height of the water surface were recorded at some point, the variation of height with time would not be a simple sinusoid but, in general, it would appear noise-like. Being noise-like means that the precise variation of height with time cannot be predicted from the preceding measurements anymore than can the voltage waveform of receiver noise be predicted precisely on the basis of past measurements. A record of the wave height at a particular location would also bear little resemblance to the waveform at some other location. Thus the height of the sea surface is found to be random with time and location with a distribution that can be approximated by a Gaussian statistical process.

Although the statistical nature of the sea surface was recognized in the early days of wave research, the complexities of statistical analysis were avoided by assigning average values to wavelengths, periods, directions and other wave properties. Average values are convenient to use and simplify the discussion of wave properties but they are not suitable descriptors of the sea for many purposes and the statistical characterization of the sea must be introduced. The usual method for expressing statistical wave properties is by the power spectrum. This is a plot of the distribution of the square of the wave height as a function of the wave frequency (or wavelength) and the direction. The wave spectrum is thus a function of the two parameters of direction and wave frequency and can be pictured as a two-dimensional contour plot with frequency and direction as coordinates. Figure 4 is a representation of such a two-dimensional contour plot. (The contours are of dimension ft²/sec.) Oceanographers generally give the wave spectrum in terms of the square of the wave height rather than the wave height since the average energy per unit area of the sea surface is \( gh^2 \), where \( g \) = acceleration of gravity, \( \rho \) = density of water, and \( h^2 \) is the mean square elevation (or depression) of the sea surface from the undisturbed sea level.

Two dimensional wave spectra are difficult to measure and a one-dimensional spectrum is often used by integrating the effects of direction. Figure 5 is an example of a one-dimensional wave spectrum for several wind speeds. Note that the displacement of the maximum spectral energy decreases to lower frequencies (longer wavelengths) with increasing wind speed.

Measured spectra generally apply to the longer gravity waves because of the difficulty of observing the small capillary waves in the presence of the larger waves. The frequency transition between capillary and gravity waves is sometime taken as 13.5 Hz. This is the wave frequency at which the phase velocity is a minimum. It corresponds to a wavelength of 1.7 cm and a velocity of 23 cm/sec. At both higher frequencies (capillaries) and lower frequencies (gravity waves) the phase
Fig. 4 - Approximate representation of a two-dimensional wave spectrum in polar coordinates (frequency, angle). Contours of constant $[A(\theta, \phi)]^2$ increase toward center.

Fig. 5 - Approximate wave spectra for winds from 20 to 40 knots. (Adapted from Refs 11 and 49.)
velocity is higher. From laboratory measurements of capillary wave spectra there is a tendency for the spectrum to peak at high frequency. The peak moves to higher frequencies and broadens with increase in wind speed. The cutoff at still higher frequencies results from the inability of the wind to supply energy to shorter waves at a sufficiently rapid rate to overcome viscosity.

2. GRAZING ANGLE

Figure 6 depicts how $\sigma^0$ might vary as a function of the grazing angle.* Three distinct regions can be identified. In the quasi-specular region near vertical incidence the radar echo is quite large. Measured values of $\sigma^0$ at 90° often lie between 0 db and +10 db for medium seas. (It is common to express $\sigma^0$ in decibel notation, that is, $\sigma^0$(db) = 10 $\log_{10}\sigma^0$.) The large echo at vertical incidence is called the altitude return and is apparently due to specular scatter from facet-like surfaces oriented in the direction of the radar. Altitude return is of importance in designing radars that operate over water since the echo at vertical incidence sometimes can be large enough to allow energy to enter the radar via the sidelobes and interfere even when the main beam is pointing at some angle at which the sea echo is low.

Water waves cannot achieve too large a slope without breaking and becoming spray and droplets. Thus, below some grazing angle there will be little likelihood of significant specular return from the facets constituting the surface of the sea. In the preceding section it was noted that the maximum included angle at the crest could be no less than 120°, which would make the minimum grazing angle for quasi-specular reflection to be 60°. The plateau region is the name given to that part of Fig. 6 where the grazing angles are below those which produce quasi-specular reflection from facets. Sometimes this is called the diffuse region. The boundary between the plateau region and the quasi-specular region is called the transition angle. The transition is a gradual one and it is difficult to define a precise boundary. (Sometimes the transition angle appears more evident when the angle coordinate (abscissa) is plotted on a logarithmic

---

*The term grazing angle is more commonly used than incidence angle. The former is measured from the horizontal, the latter from the vertical. The depression angle is also measured from the horizontal, but at the radar antenna rather than where the radar beam intersects the surface. When the earth's curvature must be considered, the depression angle and the grazing angle are not equal as they would be for a "flat" earth.
Fig. 6 - Representative example of the variation of $\sigma^0$ with grazing angle.
rather than a linear scale. It is also more evident with measurements made of a calm sea rather than one that is rough.) The value of $\sigma^0$ in the plateau region for vertical polarization decreases slightly with decreasing angle; some experiments show a decrease of about 0.15 db/degree at microwave frequencies. With horizontal polarization, the slope of the $\sigma^0$ curve seems to be greater the lower the frequency. Backscatter from the sea in the plateau region is similar to backscatter from a rough surface. The chief scatterers in this region are those elements of the sea that are of dimension comparable to an RF wavelength and which ride on top of the larger-wave structure.

At very low grazing angles, of the order of several degrees or less for microwave frequencies, $\sigma^0$ decreases rapidly with decreasing angle. In this region the direct wave interferes with the wave reflected from the surface in a manner similar to that experienced for propagation over a smooth earth, hence the name interference region. The approximate angle at which transition occurs between the plateau and interference regions is called the critical angle. The critical angle is generally easier to identify experimentally than the transition angle. With sufficiently low frequency the critical angle may be high enough so that neither a critical angle nor a transition angle can be readily identified. Below the critical angle, theory indicates $\sigma^0$ to vary as the fourth power of the grazing angle. The critical angle is difficult to determine precisely but it is found to depend on the frequency, polarization and sea state.

The echo at low grazing angles with vertical polarization is also affected by the Brewster angle.* At the Brewster angle the reflection coefficient is a minimum and the forward scattered wave is small and interference effects are less prominent. Also at low angles, shadowing of the area behind the waves can modify the nature of the echo for either polarization.

Measurements of $\sigma^0$ as a function of angle have been carried out in at least three different ways. The most convenient is from land looking over the water. Grazing angles at microwave frequencies are then usually limited to less than $10^\circ$. In such experiments care must be taken to

---

*According to Ref. 25, this should be called a pseudo Brewster angle for the case of the sea. The classical Brewster angle is observed only for reflections from pure dielectrics. However, much of the literature on radar sea echo, including this report, fails to make this distinction.
select sites that observe sufficiently deep water so that the effect of the shore does not enter into the measurements. Suitable sites are few. Sea echo measurements have also been made from bridges overlooking water. Higher grazing angles can be obtained but bridge sites generally do not overlook water typical of ocean conditions. A third method for sea echo measurements is an aircraft-mounted radar. Higher angles of elevation can be obtained from aircraft than from a land site. Aircraft have the further advantage in that they can observe sufficiently far from land and can cover a wide region of the ocean. However, it is more difficult to know the environmental conditions and precise character of the sea from an aircraft and to make an accurate, absolute calibration of the measurement apparatus. Blimps also have been used as airborne radar platforms for sea echo measurement. Satellites offer an excellent, but expensive, means for measuring sea echo on a world-wide basis at relatively frequent observation intervals.

Figure 7 shows a composite of data derived from the results of several experiments, chiefly from those conducted over the years by the Naval Research Laboratory. It does not correspond to any particular set of experimental data but it is believed to be representative. As mentioned previously the variability of experimental sea echo data is great and does not warrant the preciseness with which Fig. 7 is apparently drawn. Even in the laboratory it is difficult to measure the absolute radar cross section to within one or two db. Greater differences are more likely when the target is of a complex nature. Under field conditions where sea echo is generally measured the degree of uncertainty can be worse than in the laboratory. It is difficult to specify the likely error in sea echo measurements, but it is the writer's opinion that agreement on a relative basis between experiments should not be expected to be better than 3 to 6 db, perhaps even worse. Thus, instead of a thin line to depict the data of Fig. 7, a broad strip perhaps ±3 db in width might be drawn to indicate uncertainty. (This was not done in this figure since it would have resulted in a confused drawing because of the overlap among the bands ±3 db in width.) Even though the individual data from which this set of curves was drawn was highly variable, the composite is believed to be more reliable than any of its parts because of the "smoothing" that can be accomplished when plotting the data available over a range of frequencies and other experimental conditions. Figure 7 was derived from a variety of data extending over a range of wind speeds of roughly 10 to 20 knots. Although this is a relatively broad range of wind and sea state, the variability of the available data does not permit narrower limiting of these parameters at the time of writing. The radar system designer must recognize the variable nature of sea echo and take proper account of its variation during design.
Fig. 7 - Composite of data showing the variation of $\sigma^0$ with grazing angle, frequency and polarization for a "medium" sea.
According to Fig. 2 and Table 1, the sea state ranges from 2 to 4 for winds ranging from about 10 to 20 knots. Thus Fig. 7 data might be described as a medium sea and might correspond to a state 3 sea. Figure 7 also indicates the frequency and polarization dependence. The data for 220 MHz extended only to 14° but was (boldly) extrapolated to higher angles. The experimental data for 50 MHz did not extend to low angles; but since this is in the interference region, the curve was extrapolated according to a 6° law. Both the 220 MHz and the 50 MHz data were taken at a lower sea state than the higher frequency data. The data is included here nonetheless since no other was available and since it is guessed that the difference between sea state 1 and sea state 3 is hopefully small at these frequencies and grazing angles.

Above about 10°, σ° for vertical polarization appears the same at both X and L bands. There is some indication that the sea echo with vertically polarized radiation is independent of frequency in the plateau region and the quasi-specular region if the frequency is below X band. Above X band the vertically polarized echo seems to increase with frequency as indicated by the data of Grant and Yaplee shown later in Fig. 8. In the quasi-specular region, sea echo appears independent of both the frequency (at least at X band and below) and the polarization.

3. SEA STATE AND WIND

It is difficult to measure experimentally the effect of the wind and sea state on radar echo. Such measurements require a substantial period of time to obtain a wide variation of sea and wind conditions. Since the sea state depends on the wind it is not always easy to determine which is the more important factor affecting the radar echo from the sea. Generally at the higher microwave frequencies (X band or above) and low grazing angles, the wind is found to be a significant parameter with which to correlate radar sea echo. At the lower frequencies and higher grazing angles the wave characteristics are probably more significant than the wind velocity.

If the sea is calm and undisturbed by the wind, the radar echo is small (except at angles near normal incidence). As the wind builds up and exceeds approximately 5 to 10 knots, the sea echo increases rapidly from its very small value. It takes a finite time for the waves to build up as was shown in Fig. 3. The greater the wind the longer it takes for the sea to become fully developed. It is common to observe old wind waves, present wind waves and swells existing at the same time. The fact that swells often arrive in an area from a direction other than the local wind also contributes to the variability of data.
Capillary and short gravity waves are excited in a matter of seconds and the radar backscatter at the higher microwave frequencies builds up quickly with the wind. At the lower frequencies, the increase in sea echo lags in time the build up of the wind because of the duration required for development of the longer water waves. There is much experimental evidence to show that in the absence of wind there is but a small sea echo at the higher microwave frequencies. Swell with waves as high as 10 ft have yielded but low sea echo when viewed at low grazing angles with X band in the absence of wind.

From the observations of sea echo with wind it appears that the X-band echo is associated with capillary waves. These are of a wavelength comparable to the radar wavelength. Another important piece of experimental evidence relating the X-band sea echo to capillary waves is that when contaminants, such as oil, are introduced in the water the capillary waves are dampened and the microwave sea echo is reduced. Controlled laboratory experiments in water tanks also show the importance of capillary waves at microwave frequencies.19

In spite of the difficulties of describing the sea conditions and winds, the effect of these factors on sea echo has been studied and some general trends can be discerned. Generally, $\sigma^0$ will increase as the sea becomes rougher except at angles near vertical incidence where the opposite effect occurs.

Grant and Yaplee9, using a bridge-mounted radar overlooking a river, made observations of the sea echo as a function of wind at wavelengths of 8.6 mm, 1.25 cm and 3.2 cm (Fig. 8). They indicated, and many others have verified, that for wind velocities below 5 knots the echo was quite small, except at grazing angles near the perpendicular. For glassy calm water the reflection at normal incidence was very high (theoretically $\sigma^0$ is equal to $G/4$, where $G$ = gain of the observing antenna, when viewing a perfect reflector at normal incidence) and decreased more than 35 db at angles only 10° from normal incidence. They found that for grazing angles near 90° (normal incidence), $\sigma^0$ was reduced by the presence of the wind. At grazing angles less than about 80°, $\sigma^0$ increased in the presence of wind.

Measurements by Macdonald10 at L band show similar effects of the wind, Fig. 9. As the grazing angle varies from 50° to 8° the value of $\sigma^0$ decreases from -30 to -60 db for horizontal polarization and low winds. This data also shows that $\sigma^0$ is more sensitive to wind when the polarization is horizontal rather than vertical.
Fig. 8 - $\sigma^0$ as a function of grazing angle and wind speed for vertical polarization. (a) $\lambda = 8.6$ mm, (b) $\lambda = 1.25$ cm, (c) $\lambda = 3.2$ cm. (From Grant and Yaplee, 9)
Experimental measurements made at X band at low grazing angles show $\sigma^0$ to increase rapidly with wave height but indicate little or no increase when the wave height is greater than about 2 to 3 ft.\(^1\)

The variation of $\sigma^0$ with angle in the vicinity of normal incidence seems to be related to the distribution of the water wave slopes which in turn depends upon the sea state or roughness. Figure 10 illustrates the nature of this theoretical dependence. These curves are computed for various values of the rms slope of the sea surface, $\tan \beta_0$, and apply to the higher microwave frequencies. As the surface becomes rougher $\beta_0$ increases and the echo at normal incidence is less. This variation with $\beta_0$ might be used to determine the surface roughness by radar measurements of $\sigma^0$ as a function of angle in the quasi-specular region. The radar might be located in an aircraft or a satellite.

Figure 10 is based on the analysis of Spizzichino\(^5\) who considered the surface of the sea to consist of elemental "mirrors," or facets, much larger than the RF wavelength. The major part of the scattering is due to those facets oriented in the direction of the radar. If the facets are distributed normally with an rms slope $\tan \beta_0$, the sea clutter coefficient is

$$\sigma^0 (\theta) = \mu \cot^2 \beta_0 \exp \left(-\frac{\cot^2 \beta_0}{\tan \beta_0}\right)$$

(3)

where $\theta$ is the grazing angle. The value of $\mu$ is said to be of the order of unity at X band and in the millimeter wave region.\(^6\) It also seems to be independent of the sea state and the wind speed at these shorter wavelengths. At UHF, $\mu$ appears to be much smaller and might be about 0.1, but the data on which this is based is limited. (These values of $\mu$ are based on experimental data. It would seem, however, that $\mu$ should at least equal the reflection coefficient.) At $\phi = 90^\circ$ and when $\mu = 1$, Eq. (3) shows $\sigma^0 = \cot^2 \beta_0$. Thus $\sigma^0$ at normal incidence is the inverse square of the rms slope of the surface. Although this model gives results in rough qualitative agreement with experiment, measurements differ significantly from this theory in both the value at normal incidence and the rate of decrease with decreasing angle. The theoretical curves of Fig. 10 do not seem to fall off as rapidly as shown by experiment and the crossover at which $\sigma^0$ increases with wind instead of decreases is about 50 to 70° instead of the observed 80 to 85°. Thus Eq. (3) and the theory on which it is based should be suspect.
Fig. 9 - $\sigma^o$ as a function of grazing angle and wind speed, 1250 MHz. Solid line -- vertical polarization, dotted line -- horizontal polarization. (From Macdonald.\textsuperscript{10})

Fig. 10 - Theoretical variation of $\sigma^o$ versus grazing angle based on a model of the sea surface consisting of randomly distributed facets governed by a Gaussian law with an rms surface slope = tan $\beta_o$. (After Spizzichino.\textsuperscript{8})
The effect of wind depends on the grazing angle. At normal incidence, \( \sigma^0 \) decreases with increasing wind as shown in Fig. 11. This is a composite of data at X band and L band. The two are drawn on the same curve assuming there is negligible frequency dependence of \( \sigma^0 \) at normal incidence. At normal incidence the usual meaning of "horizontal" and "vertical" polarization disappears.

In the plateau region the opposite occurs in that \( \sigma^0 \) increases with increasing wind. From about 5 to 30 knots the microwave radar echo increases with increasing wind at the rate of about 0.8 db/knot when the polarization is horizontal and the grazing angle is approximately 10°. The increase with vertical polarization is less but the data is too uncertain to state how much less. For want of a better number some data indicates a variation of about 1/3 db/knot. In the vicinity of 60° grazing angle the sea echo increases at about 1/3 db/knot with horizontal polarization. At winds from 30 to 40 knots \( \sigma^0 \) increases as a slower rate, perhaps 0.2 to 0.3 db/knot or less in the plateau region (10° grazing angle). Some observers report a saturation at higher wind speeds where no increase in \( \sigma^0 \) is found with increasing wind. One of the difficulties in relating experimental \( \sigma^0 \) data to the reported wind speeds is that it is seldom reported when the sea is fully developed so that the wind might not always be a true indicator of sea conditions.

Wu has shown that the interaction of the wind on the water can be divided into three regimes. At very low wind velocity (a "breeze" less than 3 m/sec, or about 6 knots) the air flow near the surface is aerodynamically smooth. This corresponds to sea state 0 to 1 and Beaufort number 0 to 1. For winds between 3 m/sec and 15 m/sec (6 knots and 30 knots, sea state 1 to 4, or Beaufort number 1 to 6) the surface roughness increases with wind until it reaches a saturation at 15 m/sec, or 30 knots. Above 15 m/sec the wind velocity is greater than the average wave phase velocity. As the wind blows harder, the transfer of more energy from the air merely provides energy to waves with large wavelengths. The very high phase velocities and relatively flat shapes of these waves do not contribute to surface roughness. Wu suggests that the surface roughness is governed by the amplitude of the short gravity waves rather than the mean square surface slope. These three regimes seem to agree qualitatively with microwave radar observations of sea echo. In the aerodynamically smooth region (less than 3 m/sec) the sea echo is found to be small. The sea echo increases with increasing wind when the surface roughness increases with wind speed from 3 m/sec to 15 m/sec. The presence of a saturated condition with winds greater than 15 m/sec, or 30 knots, is also consistent with radar experience.
Fig. 11 - $\sigma^0$ as a function of wind for normal incidence ($\phi = 90^\circ$). Solid curve is based on the data of Grant and Yaplee at X band. Dashed curve is an extension to include the L-band data of Macdonald at 30 knots wind speed.

Fig. 12 - Upwind-downwind ratio of radar return from a wind-swept water surface as a function of grazing angle for three wind velocities for $\lambda = \text{avg. of 3 and 5 cm}$ data derived from water wave tank measurements. Dashed curve is for $\lambda = 1 \text{ cm}$. [Diagram of upwind-downwind ratio as a function of grazing angle for different wind velocities and wavelengths.]
Many observers have noted that the upwind sea echo (radar looking into the wind) is generally greater than the values obtained from other viewing aspects. Schooley has measured the statistical distributions of facet size (facets are the small patches of the sea surface assumed in some models of the sea to be the elemental scatterers), in relationship to wind velocity, facet slope and flatness tolerance (defined as one-tenth the radar wavelength). These measurements were made in a wind tunnel with water as a lower surface. Although the fetch available in a tank is short and the conditions in a tank may not be as in the ocean, the results are not too inconsistent with the wide spread of experimental data. Figure 12 illustrates computed results as derived from the water wave tank measurements. At low grazing angles the radar return from a wind-swept water surface is greater when the radar is pointing into the wind than when it is pointing at the same angle downwind. This is more pronounced at the higher frequencies than at the lower frequencies. In the grazing angle region between approximately 50° and 80° the radar returns are greater when looking downwind than when looking upwind at the same angle. According to Schooley this is probably due to the specular reflections off the broad gentle slopes of the waves. Schooley's measurements of flatness tolerance limited his theoretical analysis to frequencies no lower than S band (10 cm wavelength). No polarization dependence was included. Marks using stereoscopic camera data on facet size distribution of 1 to 1.5 foot high ocean waves has obtained better agreement with actual radar measurements of upwind-downwind ratio than the data obtained by School.*y in a model wave tank. Figure 13 shows experimental data of the upwind-downwind and upwind-crosswind ratios.

It is important to note that the ocean currents relative to the direction of the wind can affect measurements of $\sigma^0$. For example, it has been observed that the echo obtained from the Gulf Stream off the coast of Florida is appreciably larger when the direction of the wind is from the north or northeast than if the same wind speed is observed from the south or southeast. Since the Gulf Stream flows to the north, when the wind is from the north against the Gulf Stream its speed adds to that of the water $v_s$ and the air-to-sea relative velocity is increased by $v_s$. Likewise, if the wind is with the stream, its speed $v_s$ subtracts so there is a difference of 2 $v_s$ in the relative speed depending on the direction of the wind with respect to the current. It seems evident that due to this difference of 2 $v_s$, the energy that a given wind delivers to the ocean is greatly increased near the continental United States if the wind is from the north or northeast (against the Gulf Stream). This could be one reason why differences have occurred in measurements since very few, if any, radar observers have included values of ocean currents in their data.
Fig. 13 - Experimental measurements of (a) upwind-downwind ratios and (b) upwind-crosswind ratios. Solid curves — X band, dashed curves — L band. Average of six days. Median wind velocity = 10 knots. (After Ref. 32.) (c) Ratio of downwind-to-crosswind sea echo at L band. Averaged values. (From MacDonald.19)
Although most radar experiments will quote a value of the wind velocity it should be cautioned that an average value might not be too meaningful. The wind varies not only in time but in space. It may be steady or gusty. Most wind measurements are obtained at some height above the water, but the wind at the surface can be quite different. The result is that much variation can occur in data supposedly taken under similar environmental conditions as reported by individual experimenters.

The wind velocity near the air-sea interface is found to vary logarithmically with height above the surface. This can be expressed as

\[ U_z = \frac{U_*}{k} \ln \left( \frac{z}{z_0} \right) \]  

(4)

where \( U_z \) = mean speed at height \( z \), \( U_* = \) friction velocity \( = (\tau/\rho)^{1/2} \), \( \tau = \) shearing stress, \( \rho = \) air density, \( k = \) Karman constant \( \approx 0.41 \) and \( z_0 = \) the roughness parameter (virtual origin of the profile) which is a constant for a given uniformly roughened surface under neutral stability conditions. A standard height for wind speed measurement is 10 meters, \( U_{10} \). The velocity at some other height relative to \( U_{10} \) is from Eq. (4).

\[ U_z = U_{10} \frac{\ln (z/z_0)}{\ln (10/z_0)} \]  

(5)

If the roughness parameter were 0.1 cm the value of \( U_z/U_{10} \) is 0.945 at 6 m (19 ft), a height often used for wind measurements. At a height of one meter the velocity is three-quarters that at 10 meters and at 6 cm it is 0.445. Care should be taken when examining experimental data to be sure the winds are measured at the same approximate height. This can be important when comparing laboratory measurements, where the wind is measured relatively close to the surface, and experimental measurements over the ocean which are often referenced to \( U_{10} \) or \( U_z \).

4. POLARIZATION

At grazing angles greater than about 60° from the horizontal, very little difference is noted in the sea echo for different polarizations. At low grazing angles, however, there can be significant differences, as was illustrated in Fig. 7. In calm seas with little wind, the echo obtained with horizontal polarization is considerably less than that with vertical polarization. The echo with horizontal polarization increases
with increasing wind speed faster than the increase with vertical polarization so that with rough sea conditions there is less difference in the magnitude of the echo from horizontal or vertical polarization. Some experimenters find at times the echo with X band vertically polarized radiation to be several db less than with horizontal polarization in rough seas.\textsuperscript{13} This has been said to occur looking crosswind along the troughs in the waves.\textsuperscript{30}

The ratio of the echo per unit area received on vertical polarization $\sigma_{HV}^0$ to that received on horizontal polarization $\sigma_{HH}^0$ is sometimes used to describe the effect of polarization, Fig. 14. (With this commonly used notation, the first letter of the subscript is the transmitted polarization and the second letter is that received. $V =$ vertical polarization. $H =$ horizontal polarization.) This ratio is seen to be less at X band (10 GHz) than at L band (1.2 GHz).

Macdonald\textsuperscript{10} makes the following observations regarding the polarization ratio: (1) It increases with wavelength. (2) It increases with decreasing sea roughness. (3) The maximum ratio can occur at angles as large as 30 degrees and return to unity ratio at grazing. (4) The angle of maximum ratio decreases with decreasing sea state.

Polarization can affect the value of the critical angle. With a simple model of the reflecting surface the critical angle is that angle below which destructive interference occurs so that the echo signal decreases rapidly with decreasing angle. The degree of destructive interference depends on the amplitude and phase of the forward propagating wave reflected by the surface relative to that of the direct wave. Since the reflection from a surface is different for the two polarizations the behavior of the echo signal at low grazing angle can also be different. On the basis of a limited amount of experimental evidence, Katzin\textsuperscript{17} gives the critical angle as

$$\sin \varphi_c = \frac{\lambda}{2h_w}$$

where $h_w$ is defined by Katzin as the wave height exceeded by 10 percent of the waves and $\lambda$ is the radar wavelength. (It is of interest to note that the critical angle might have been defined in other ways. A point target at a height $h$ above a smooth surface would have a critical angle $\sin \varphi_c = \lambda/4h$. If the target were distributed uniformly over a height $h$, then $\sin \varphi_c = \lambda/3h$. If the Rayleigh roughness criterion were used to define the critical angle, $\sin \varphi_c = \lambda/6h$, where $h$ is the height of the surface.)
Fig. 14 - Ratio of the sea echo on vertical polarization, $\sigma_N^{\theta}$, to that on horizontal polarization, $\sigma_H^{\theta}$, for 10 GHz (solid line) and 1.2 GHz (dashed line). (From Macdonald.10)

Fig. 15 - Normalized power spectra comparing water-wave record with the radar echo obtained with horizontal and vertical polarization. Data taken with X band radar, 8 nsec pulse width providing an effective illuminated area 22 ft wide by 5 ft deep. Wave height = 1.4 ft.
irregularity.) At a wind speed of 15 knots, corresponding approximately to the data of Fig. 7, the average height of the one-tenth highest waves is 5 ft. Assuming this is a good approximation of \( h_w \), Eq. (6) predicts the critical angle to be about 0.6° at 10 GHz (X band), 4.5° at 1250 MHz (L band), 13° at 650 MHz, and 27° at 220 MHz. At 50 MHz, Eq. (6) does not give a critical angle below 90°. Since the critical angle is dependent on the wave height, it can be seen that differences in sea echo due to sea state or wind at the low grazing angles might be accounted for by the change in the critical angle brought about by the change in wave height. It must be cautioned that the critical angle as described by Eq. (6) is based on a simple model and that correlation with experiment is difficult to achieve to the "precision" implied by the example values stated in the above.

The critical angle should be more prominent with horizontal polarization since the reflection coefficient is close to unity and the phase change on reflection is approximately 180°. With vertical polarization or in a rough sea the critical angle might not always be simply expressed as in Eq. (6).

At microwave frequencies, the predominant scatterers producing sea echo are probably not the gross wave structure. Theory shows that the backscattering from a pure "sine-wave" sea would be small when viewed at angles other than those near normal incidence. Evidence seems to indicate that the scattering takes place from the individual facets or capillary waves that ride on top of the gross wave structure. An analysis of the scattering from such a target might show effects different from the simple model used to define the critical angle of Eq. (6). Furthermore, at low angles diffraction effects must be considered and the curvature of the earth might have to be taken into account. Horizontally polarized radiation does not propagate close to a conducting surface as does vertically polarized radiation. If the energy cannot propagate near the water surface there will be less reflected echo energy. This property of horizontal polarization and diffraction effects might explain why horizontally polarized L or X band radiation in Fig. 7 is less than vertically polarized radiation at low grazing angles even before the critical angle is reached. Another factor affecting the polarization behavior at low angles is the possible shadowing of one wave by another. From geometrical optics considerations, shadowing is not polarization dependent. However, it appears that geometrical optics alone might overestimate the effect of shadowing and a more exact diffraction analysis might show differences in the shadowing depending on the polarization. Still another important factor affecting the sea echo observed with the two polarizations is the Brewster angle. At the Brewster angle the reflection coefficient of vertically polarized radiation is a minimum and the phase change on reflection is
less than 180°. If the surface-reflecte signal is attenuated there will not be complete destructive interference between the direct and an attenuated reflected wave, and the decrease in sea echo with decreasing angle will not be as great as with horizontal polarization. For this reason, when the Brewster angle is about the same as the critical angle, the effect is to move the apparent critical angle to a lower value. This could possibly account for the observation that the interference region with vertical polarization occurs at lower angles than with horizontal polarization. If the critical angle is significantly greater than the Brewster angle the graph of $\sigma^2$ vs angle might have a bump in the interference region. That is, the sea echo over a limited region might increase with decreasing angle. All of the above factors can affect the transition from the plateau region to the interference region and several are polarization dependent. Thus, Eq. (6) must be viewed with caution when trying to provide a precise theoretical description of the transition from the plateau to the interference region.

Observations with high range-resolution radar systems resolve the ocean wave structure if the horizontal beamwidth of the antenna is not too wide. Comparisons of radar echoes with the water wave-heights as recorded by a single-post ocean wave gage show a close relationship between the water waves and the radar echo. The sea echo with horizontal polarization has a more spiky appearance than that with vertical polarization. The echo with vertical polarization is spread out over more of the wave. Simultaneous wave gage and radar echo records permit comparisons of the ocean wave spectra with the sea echo power spectra for both horizontal and vertical polarizations, Fig. 15. There is considerable similarity between the ocean wave spectrum and the radar echo spectrum with vertical polarization. The spectrum for horizontal polarization is wider than that for vertical polarization or for the ocean waves. Thus the vertically polarized radar data exhibits properties more similar to data found from the ocean wave gage than does the horizontally-polarized data.

On an A scope vertical polarization produces a more noise-like display than horizontal polarization. The spikiness of horizontal polarization presents more false alarms if the sought-for target is small. A-scope displays can indicate a spiky wave-like appearance when (1) the pulse width is so short that the individual waves are resolved, or (2) when the pulse width is so large that more than one wave is included. In the latter case the spikiness is due to an interference effect from the energy reflected from the individual, unresolved scatterers and the appearance on the A scope will not, in general, correspond to the appearance of the real waves.
Observations have been made by NRL at X band of breaking waves in high-winds with the capillary waves artificially damped out by the introduction of cod liver oil on the sea surface. The breaking seemed to be undiminished by the damping of the small capillary waves. It was observed that individual spiky echoes of short duration appeared within the area where the capillaries were diminished. These echoes apparently were due to waves breaking. More of these individual short-duration echoes occurred on horizontal than on vertical polarization. For high sea states, sea echo near the horizon at angles well below the critical angle showed the same peak values for both polarizations; but since there were more individual echoes on horizontal polarization, the average value of the sea echo was greater than for vertical polarization in this instance.5

The behavior of circularly polarized radar echoes can be qualitatively inferred from the behavior of vertical and horizontal polarization.6 When there are significant differences between horizontally and vertically polarized echoes as sometimes reported at low grazing angles and lower frequencies, the echo returned when a circularly polarized wave is transmitted would be expected to be primarily vertically polarized since the echo with vertical polarization is greater than with horizontal. This might explain experimental data30,68 reported at X band at low grazing angles that shows $\sigma_V/\sigma_H$ to be nearly equal to $\sigma_V/\sigma_H$. (The subscript R = right-hand circularly polarized radiation and L = left hand.)

Long31 reports measurements of sea echo at C band and Kα band where either vertical or horizontal polarization were transmitted and simultaneously both vertical and horizontal components were received. Data was obtained for grazing angles between 1.5° and 4.0° for which, it was said, $\sigma^0$ was not found to be strongly dependent on angle. Because of reciprocity, the instantaneous values of the depolarized echoes, $\sigma_{VH}$ and $\sigma_{HV}$, should be equal. For the depolarized echoes, the sea echo was found to vary approximately as the cube of the wind speed but there was no direct correlation with wave height. This applied to wind speeds from 3 to 20 knots and wave heights from 0.3 to 4.1 feet. From these experiments Long suggests that the wind-generated ripples are the major cause of the depolarized echo.

5. FREQUENCY

Figure 7 and the discussion of sea echo in the preceding sections included the effects of frequency. This section attempts to summarize the chief factors affecting sea echo that can be attributed to the radar frequency. The frequency dependence of sea echo is difficult to determine precisely. To avoid variations inherent in time-sequential measurements,
simultaneous measurements should be made of the same patch of ocean at different frequencies. This is seldom done. Another factor sometimes causing confusion is the fact that the frequency dependence is a function of the polarization and the angular region over which the sea is viewed. Also, the natural spread in the experimental data is often greater than the variation one is looking for with frequency. In this section, the frequency dependence will be discussed for each of the three major regions identified with the viewing angle: quasi-specular, plateau, and interference. One conclusion reached is that there is no simple frequency dependence and that attempts to find simple relationships are not likely to succeed.

At normal incidence in a perfectly smooth sea, the radar sees its image in the water and \( \sigma^0 \) is proportional to the gain of the measuring antenna. Consequently the apparent frequency dependence at normal incidence over a perfectly smooth sea corresponds to the change in the measuring-antenna gain with frequency. The gain, and therefore \( \sigma^0 \), varies according to theory as \( f^2 \). This is an unusual case, however, with little practical interest since the sea is seldom perfectly smooth at radar frequencies. At near normal incidence in a rough sea where the backscattering is determined chiefly by the mean slope of the waves, there should be little dependence of the sea echo with frequency, provided the radar wavelength is small enough to consider the scattering as being described by geometrical optics. Experiments seem to verify this. (Some frequency dependence at normal incidence might be expected at frequencies above X band where the surface roughness caused by capillary waves is comparable to the RF wavelength.)

In the interference region, the clutter coefficient decreases rapidly with decreasing angle and according to Katzin:

\[
\sigma^0 \sim \left( \frac{\theta}{\theta_c} \right)^4
\]  

where \( \theta_c \) is the critical angle. This is based on the simple model of interference between the direct and scattered wave. Substituting Eq. (6), the critical angle, into Eq. (7) predicts \( \sigma^0 \) to vary as \( f^4 \) in the interference region. (Although this result is widely quoted there is little experimental verification.) These relations apply primarily to horizontal polarization and do not take into account the shadowing and other factors mentioned in the preceding section which can occur at low grazing angles. The Brewster angle for vertical polarization is also frequency dependent.
The frequency dependence in the plateau region has been stated to vary anywhere from $f_0$ to $f'$, depending on the particular experimenter, with a linear dependence being a frequent choice. For vertical polarization the $f_0$ dependence appears to apply in the plateau region, for frequencies below X band. The linear dependence might approximate the variation obtained with horizontal polarization over a limited range of angles in the plateau region.

Many attempts have been made to find a simple law to describe the variation of $\sigma^0$ with frequency. Figure 7, which presents a composite of data, illustrates the difficulty of trying to establish a single, general relation for the frequency dependence. If a simple law is to be specified, the conditions under which it applies must be carefully defined.

At frequencies above X band the capillary waves have a significant affect on sea echo. Below C band the capillary waves are probably too small compared to the radar wavelength to play as major a role as they seem to do at the higher frequencies. Thus it would not be surprising to find $\sigma^0$ behaving differently at frequencies well above X band (millimeter waves) as compared to the lower frequencies. Grant and Yaplee show a frequency dependence from $f_1^\ast$ to $f_2^\ast$ for frequencies ranging from X band to K$_a$ band. Other measurements from 10 to 50 GHz show $\sigma^0$ to be nearly independent of frequency but at an absolute level higher than other experimenters report at X band. Thus, on the basis of limited data one might conclude that the sea echo increases above X band.

Measurements of sea echo at laser frequencies have been reported using a 20 nsec pulse laser at 1.06 microns wavelength with a beam divergence of 6 mrad. Flight tests over water gave an average value of $\sigma^0 = -8.3$ db for "international sea states one through three" at normal incidence and $\sigma^0 = -6.2$ db for calm water. It is stated that such results suggest that at this wavelength the ocean is neither a Lambert diffuse target nor a specular mirror-type scatterer, but rather some combination of the two if the transmitter beam divergence is sufficient to illuminate a homogeneous area of sea surface.

6. OTHER FACTORS

Rain. Rain, snow, and ice can smooth ocean waves. It has been observed that rain dampens the capillary wave structure and reduces $\sigma^0$ at microwave frequencies. Measurements of sea echo in rain can give misleading values if the reflection from the rain is included with the sea echo measurement.
Contaminants. Ocean contaminants such as oils can dampen ocean waves. The effect of oil contaminants on the radar sea echo return at microwave frequencies can be quite large. PPI displays with high resolution X-band radar often show dark areas (absence of radar echo) in the vicinity of small boats, indicating the leakage of oil. Debris on the ocean surface can increase the echo.

Pulse Length. When the resolution cell of the radar is less than the wavelength of the sea, the radar can resolve the ocean waves. The resolution of the waves depends on both the range and angle resolution of the observing radar. Since 15 knot winds generate waves greater than 100 ft in length, pulse durations less than 0.1 microsecond will usually resolve the waves if the beamwidth is not too wide and if the waves are not too short-crested. As the pulse length becomes long compared to the water wavelength, the echo begins to look much more like receiver noise. Many observers refer to it as being more "spiky" (especially for horizontal polarization).

False Alarms. There are many things in the ocean which tend to affect the backscatter in addition to the waves. These effects could appear to a radar as a target and might thus create false alarms. Breaking water, for instance, results in spikes of echo which can interfere with the detection of desired targets. Objects floating in the water can contribute to the sea echo and can cause erroneous measurement of the natural sea clutter. Fish or schools of fish breaking water and flights of birds have been observed to produce discernible echo signals. Rain and localized clouds often produce effects which appear as targets or they can change the sea echo character. The combined effect of all of these sources is to produce large signals compared to the surrounding sea echo which occur infrequently but in some cases often enough to produce false targets. As indicated later in this report, the statistical distribution of sea echo shows higher tails than described by a Rayleigh distribution, especially with short pulse waveforms. This can result in a high false alarm rate if the radar were designed for Rayleigh statistics instead of the measured statistics.

Shadowing. At low grazing angles the dominant contribution to the backscattered signal generally is from the side of the wave nearest the radar. The back surface is in the shadow. Also, smaller waves can be shadowed by the bigger waves. Thus shadowing can affect the scattering behavior of sea surfaces. A shadowing function was suggested by Beckmann for scattering by random rough surfaces. He defined it as the ratio of the illuminated area to the total area. This function is unity at normal incidence and zero at zero grazing angle. Its variation with angle is qualitatively like that of the sea echo. However it has been argued
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that this approach to accounting for shadowing over-estimates the effect by a considerable amount since the scattering elements responsible for the major portion of the backscatter are not as likely to be in the shadow as an arbitrary point on the surface.

The imaging of sea echo as a wave-like pattern on a radar display probably is enhanced by the shadowing effect in many instances.

**Fluctuations.** Sea echo can exhibit large, rapid fluctuations in amplitude. The echo from the sea consists of the contributions from the many individual scattering elements within the radar resolution cell. Motion of the scattering elements produces changes in the relative path lengths from the radar to the individual elements. Therefore changes in the relative phase differences occur among the individual echo contributions to yield a resultant echo signal that varies with time. The range of fluctuations is described statistically by a probability density function \( p(\sigma) \) such that \( p(\sigma)\,d\sigma \) is the probability that the resultant cross section will be between the values \( \sigma \) and \( \sigma + d\sigma \). The Rayleigh probability density function has often been used to describe the fluctuation of the sea echo as well as other distributed targets. It is applicable when the echo is the result of the contributions of many independent scatterers of approximately equal cross section. This not only seems to be a reasonable model for a distributed clutter target but it is convenient to handle mathematically. The Rayleigh probability density function (pdf) is

\[
p(\sigma_c) = \frac{1}{\sigma_{av}} \exp \left( -\frac{\sigma_c}{\sigma_{av}} \right)
\]

where \( \sigma_{av} \) is the average value of the clutter cross section \( \sigma_c \).

Experimentally measured statistics of sea echo fluctuations do not always follow the Rayleigh description. In some cases sea echo has been observed to have a higher probability of obtaining large values than would be indicated from Eq. (8), that is, the actual pdf's do not decrease as rapidly for increasing \( \sigma \) as does the Rayleigh. This is especially true of measurements taken with high resolution radar.\(^{36}\) George and others have suggested that the data tends to follow a log-normal pdf rather than the Rayleigh pdf.\(^{37}\) The pdf for clutter cross section \( \sigma_c \) that is log-normally distributed is

\[
p(\sigma_c) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi} \sigma_b \sigma_c} \exp \left\{ -\frac{[\ln(\sigma_c/\sigma_m)]^2}{2\sigma_b^2} \right\}
\]
where \( \sigma_m \) = medium value of \( \sigma_c \) and \( \sigma_a \) = standard deviation of \( \ln \sigma_c \) (natural logarithm). The log-normal distribution generally has higher "tails" than the Rayleigh and helps account for a higher false alarm rate than normally expected if the echo were governed by Rayleigh statistics. The log-normal pdf requires the specification of two parameters (the median and the standard deviation) instead of the single parameter (average value) of the Rayleigh. It is thus more difficult to analyze and interpret than the Rayleigh model. Also, there is no satisfactory physical model of the sea which leads to the log-normal distribution as there is with the Rayleigh.

Trunk has pointed out that the tails of the log-normal distribution are higher than experimental measurements and that a contaminated-normal distribution provides a better fit. The contaminated normal is described by the sum of two (or more) normal distributions of different parameters, as in Eq. (10).

\[
p_{\gamma, K} = \left( 1 - \gamma \right) \exp \left( -\frac{x^2}{2\sigma_a^2} \right) + \gamma \exp \left( -\frac{x^2}{2K\sigma^2} \right)
\]  

where \( \gamma \) is the contamination fraction, \( K \) is the ratio of the standard deviations of the Gaussian densities, and \( \sigma \) is the standard deviation of the uncontaminated distribution, that is when \( \gamma = 0 \). Figure 16 shows examples of the measured probability distribution function of sea echo obtained with high resolution radar. For comparison the Rayleigh, log normal and the contaminated normal probability distributions are shown.

When the distribution of sea echo has high tails, Trunk has suggested that the median-value detector may be more efficient than the mean-value detector.

**Doppler.** The fluctuations observed in the sea echo may also be considered to result from the doppler frequency shift produced by the motions of the individual scatterers. The different doppler shifts beat with one another to generate the observed fluctuation. The analysis of the amplitude fluctuations as the superposition of the doppler contributions is equivalent to the analysis assuming the superposition of signals with time varying phase shifts caused by the relative motions. Measured spectra of sea echo amplitude fluctuations at microwave frequencies show the spectral width to be proportional to the radar frequency, as it should be if due to a doppler effect. The spectral width corresponds to a few
Fig. 16 - Measured probability distribution at X band compared with the Rayleigh, log-normal and contaminated normal distributions. (a) "Smooth sea," (b) "Moderate sea."
knots velocity. Figure 17 is an example of a typical frequency spectrum measured at X band. According to Goldstein\(^7\) the measurements available to him did not seem to indicate any significant variation in the spectra with roughness of the sea. Measurements by Hicks et al\(^8\) indicate the spectral width of the clutter to be approximately proportional to the wind speed.

Amplitude fluctuations are measured with a noncoherent radar. They show the spread in doppler but not the center frequency of the doppler itself. Measurements of the doppler with a coherent system give the average velocity. The doppler shift corresponds to a few knots (the spread is also a few knots). This velocity is considerably less than the actual wave velocity and is thought to correspond to the velocity of the water particles which is also much smaller than the wave velocity.

Wright\(^9\) has observed that the doppler spectrum of mechanically generated waves in a water wave tank are sharply peaked at an angular frequency \( \omega \) given by

\[
\omega^3 = g k + sk^3 \\
k = 2k_o \cos \varphi
\]

where \( g \) = acceleration of gravity, \( s \) = the ratio of surface tension to water density, \( k \) = water wave propagation constant = \( 2 \pi/\lambda_w \), \( \lambda_w \) = water wavelength, \( k_o \) = radar propagation constant = \( 2 \pi/\lambda_r \), \( \lambda_r \) = radar wavelength, and \( \varphi \) = grazing angle. (At low grazing angles this implies that \( \lambda_r \approx 2 \lambda_w \).) With wind generated waves the doppler spectra are very much broadened and peak at a frequency related to the grazing angle in a similar manner, but the relation depends on wind speed. Little apparent difference was noted in these experiments in the shape of the spectra for horizontal and vertical polarization.

At the lower frequencies (long wavelengths) the small scale structure seems to play less of a role than at microwave frequencies and the large gravity waves are probably the primary scatterers. The doppler shift at these lower frequencies (HF, VHF, and UHF) correspond to the water wave velocity rather than the particle velocity that is characteristic of microwave sea echo.

Crombie\(^9\) observed that at HF (13.56 MHz) the backscatter was greatest for ocean waves moving radially with respect to the radar and of length about half the radar wavelength. The latter is the same as the condition given by Eq. (12), or
Fig. 17 - Typical power spectrum of sea echo at 3.2 cm wavelength.
(From Goldstein, 7.)
\[ \lambda_r = 2\lambda_w \cos \varphi \] (13)

where \( \lambda_r \) = radar wavelength and \( \lambda_w \) = water wavelength. The ocean consists of many component waves as mentioned in Sec. 1. If the spectrum of the sea contains a component that meets the conditions stated by Crombie it will produce backscatter. There are actually two components that can meet these requirements and they will be of velocity \( \pm v \), that is, one approaches the radar traveling radially and the other recedes. The two components are not necessarily of equal amplitude. They might differ by as much as 10 dB. From classical ocean wave theory (ignoring the effect of surface tension), the velocity is

\[ v = \left( \frac{2 \lambda_w}{\pi} \right)^{1/2} \] (14)

From Eqs. (13) and (14) the doppler shift is

\[ f_d = \pm \frac{2v \cos \varphi}{\lambda_r} = \pm \left( \frac{2 \cos \varphi}{\pi \lambda_r} \right)^{1/2} \] (15)

This has been verified by many measurements reported from HF to UHF. At times a component of the spectrum at the transmitted frequency has also been observed experimentally. (This might be due to the unintentional inclusion of some land echoes obtained from the sidelobes.) At HF the doppler frequency shift is about 0.5 Hz and the measured widths of the spectral lines are reported as 0.01 to 0.03 Hz. Note that the doppler-shifted frequency of Eq. (15) varies as the square root of the radar frequency (inverse of \( \lambda_r \)) rather than directly with frequency as is more usual with the doppler shift.

Thus the sea echo has a very distinctive doppler spectrum at the lower frequencies as compared to the spectrum of land echo. The echo consists of two frequency shifted components centered about the location of the carrier by an amount given by Eq. (15). There is no component of the returned signal at the carrier frequency unless it is inadvertently obtained from land backscatter illuminated by the main beam or the sidelobes. These two frequency components result from the selective scattering from those sea waves whose lengths are half the radar wavelength and which are traveling in a radial direction. It has been demonstrated that by taking advantage of the inherent difference in the sea and land spectra, the echo from the sea using ionospherically propagated HF can often be distinguished from land echoes and that it is possible to generate a map of land-sea boundaries by this technique.
The expression for the shift in frequency due to wave motion as given in Eq. (15) applies at the longer wavelengths (HF, VHF, UHF) and for low winds. For shorter wavelengths (C band and above) the surface tension must be included as in the second term of the righthand side of Eq. (11). In the case of high winds an additional frequency shift is said to take place due to the wind drift of the surface layer of water. This drift velocity is denoted as \( v_w \) and makes an angle \( \theta \) relative to the direction of the radar radiation. The frequency shift is then given by

\[
f_s = \pm \sqrt{\frac{g \cos \phi}{\pi \lambda_r} + \frac{16 \pi_s \cos^2 \phi}{\lambda_r^2}} + \frac{2 \vert v_w \cos \theta \vert}{\lambda_r}
\]  

(16)

where the symbols have been defined previously. The absolute value of \( v_w \cos \theta \) is present in Eq. (16) since the phase velocity of the ripple or capillary waves and the wind-drift velocity of the surface layer \( v_w \) always coincide in direction.

Figure 18 shows a plot of the radical portion of Eq. (16) for low grazing angles (\( \phi = 0, v_w = 0 \)). Note that the first term (gravity waves only) dominates at radar frequencies below L band. For comparison the doppler frequency shift (2 \( v/\lambda \)) for velocities of 1 and 10 knots are drawn as the dashed lines. These might represent the third term of Eq. (16) or they can be thought of as the doppler shift produced by a surface target so as to illustrate the problem of an MTI radar that must separate the doppler frequency shift of the desired target from that of the sea echo. Measurements of sea echo fluctuation made during WW II indicate that at S band and above the frequency shift seems to be dominated by the third term of Eq. (16) since the power spectra were relatively independent of the product \( f_s \lambda_r \), as would be if a true doppler shift.

Pidgeon in conducting experiments at C band (5.7 cm wavelength) found that the mean doppler shift for horizontal polarization is 2 to 4 times greater than that for vertical polarization for the same or similar wind and wave conditions. He concludes that the vertical polarization doppler shift is dependent on the wave height and is directly related to the orbital velocity of the gravity waves. On the other hand, the horizontal polarization doppler shift depends on both the wave height and the wind speed and is related to the motion of a surface layer of the sea. The velocity of this surface layer is said to be the sum of (1) the orbital velocity of the sea moving beneath the layer and (2) a velocity that is a function of the wind. For both polarizations the mean doppler shift varies as the cosine of the angle between the wind and wave direction (assumed the same) and the radar propagation direction. The spectral
Fig. 18 – Frequency shift of the sea echo for calm seas and low grazing angles. (Plot of Eq. (16) with $\varphi$ and $v_w = 0$.)
width, however, is independent of this viewing angle and polarization. For small grazing angles, the doppler shift and the spectrum bandwidth are independent of the grazing angle. For both polarizations, the spectral width is directly dependent on the mean doppler shift obtained looking into the wind and waves.

Bass et al.\(^9\) state that the spectral width depends on the sea condition and increases as the roughness increases. To quote: "The physical nature of the spectrum widening is absolutely clear: scattering sites of the ripple (the scattering is resonant) being imposed on a large wave, move relative to the [radar] which leads to the doppler frequency-shift in addition to the frequency displacement" [described by Eqs. (11) and (12)]. They also found that the spectral width, as well as the frequency shift in the case of heavy seas depended upon the angle between the directions of the radiation and the wind. This is in disagreement with Pidgeon's observations of the spectral width. As mentioned previously Hicks et al.\(^8\) also observed the spectral width at X band to be approximately proportional to wind speed.

Trapping. It has been observed that when a microwave radar is sited sufficiently close to the water surface, the radiation can be trapped in a duct and propagation can be obtained with low loss.\(^3\) This duct is a result of evaporation which causes the index of refraction of the lower part of the atmosphere to decrease with increasing height. Trapping is apparently quite effective at X band and can increase the radar range substantially. Trapping in the evaporation duct is weaker the lower the frequency. This increased range due to trapping is important in trying to see small targets low on the water. However, one might also suspect that trapping could lead to erroneous measurements of \(\sigma^0\) at X band with low grazing angles if it is not properly taken into account.

7. SEA ECHO THEORY

A clear understanding of the physical mechanism causing radar sea echo permits intelligent design of radars for the detection of targets on or near the surface of the sea. If the precise physical nature of the sea were known, classical electromagnetic scattering theory could be used to compute the nature of the radar echo. (Although the procedure might be "straightforward" it would not necessarily be "simple.") It has proven difficult to provide a realistic model of the sea that can account mathematically for all observed experimental data. There are several reasons for this situation. The sea surface is ever-changing and is affected by many forces. However, the dynamic nature of the sea should not in itself prove a fundamental limitation since statistical methods might
be applied as has been done successfully by electrical engineers in dealing with receiver noise or fluctuating target echoes. To understand the sea as a radar target one must understand something about the hydrodynamics of the sea surface and the nature of the coupling between the sea and the wind. The theorist must have a knowledge of electromagnetic scattering theory and the theory of ocean surface waves. The problem is made difficult by the fact that the oceanographers who study waves on the sea are generally interested in water wavelengths considerably longer than those that affect radar. As mentioned several times in this report, radar scatter is primarily determined by the waves of water wavelength comparable to the radar wavelength. The above difficulties are in addition to the many experimental factors mentioned in Sec. 1 that result in experimental measurements with large variance and that make attempts to check theory with experiment a frustrating task.

Figure 6 showed three regions into which the behavior of $\sigma^0$ as a function of grazing angle could be categorized: the interference, plateau, and quasi-specular regions. Although the goal is to identify a single mechanism that correctly describes the radar backscatter for any grazing angle, it has usually been easier to consider models applicable to each region separately. In brief, it seems that for microwave frequencies observing in the quasi-specular region, scattering can be "explained" as being due to facets large compared to the radar wavelength. In the plateau region the scatterers are the facets or capillary waves that are comparable in size to the radar wavelength. In the interference region the vector addition of the direct ray and the ray scattered from the water surface plays the dominant role. The interference region analysis is not applicable near, at, or beyond the radar horizon where classical diffraction theory must be considered for determining propagation effects. It must also be abandoned when trapping of the radar signal takes place.

Schooley\textsuperscript{37} examined limiting cases of the radar sea return. One limiting case is a perfectly smooth surface. As mentioned previously, the clutter coefficient $\sigma^0$ at normal incidence over a smooth perfectly conducting surface is proportional to the gain of the radar antenna ($\sigma^0 = G/4$). Thus a thirty db gain antenna (beamwidth = 5 to 6\degree) would indicate a value of $\sigma^0 = 24$ db. Over water which is not a perfect conductor, this will be reduced by the magnitude of the reflection coefficient. At X band the reflection coefficient is about 0.75 at normal incidence so that the value of $\sigma^0$ is reduced by about 2.5 db. The reduction is less at lower frequencies.\textsuperscript{8} The decrease in $\sigma^0$ with angle from the normal is quite rapid. A rough surface according to Lambert's law is one which scatters, per unit angle, a power proportional to the cosine of the acute angle between the direction of the scattering and the normal to the surface at the unit area.
This results in $\sigma^0 = 4\sin^2 \varphi$ if the diffuse surface is perfectly conducting. (Schooley also considered a rough surface described by $\sigma^0 = 2\sin \theta$ which assumes that a rough surface when illuminated by a bundle of parallel rays of fixed cross section and given total power will reradiate in the direction of the source of the rays a power per unit solid angle independent of the direction of the incident rays. This is sometimes called the "Lommel-Seeliger" scattering law. Ament\textsuperscript{9} shows that this is an erroneous law for the rough surface even though it is found in some of the literature on backscatter.) The model of the perfectly smooth surface predicts values higher than generally observed at normal incidence and the perfectly rough surface predicts values higher than observed at angles other than normal. Thus the sea can not be simply described as being either perfectly smooth or perfectly rough.

The first models proposed for explaining sea echo were devised during World War II. Over the years there has been steady, if slow, progress toward improving the understanding of the properties of the sea as they affect the radar echo. Goldstein\textsuperscript{7,14,18} first attempted to explain sea echo by the application of diffraction theory to the large-scale sea waves, or macrostructure of the sea surface. He considered as a model a sinusoidally corrugated mirror and employed conventional physical optics techniques for analysis. The model resulted in a polar diagram for the scattered intensity like that of a grating and showed discrete peaks at the angles corresponding to the various grating lobes. Goldstein states this obviously does not correspond to the true situation.\textsuperscript{7} (Later work indicates that under certain conditions grating lobes in the scattering pattern do exist.\textsuperscript{22}) Davies and Macfarlane\textsuperscript{22} made an attempt to consider a sufficiently irregular model by assuming the sea to consist of sinusoidal waves with successive waves having different amplitudes and wavelengths distributed according to a Gaussian law. Computations were carried out using a modified Kirchhoff-principle method. Although these models gave qualitative agreement with some of the experimental data (in particular, it gave an angular dependence similar to that observed) they did not explain the differences with polarization, and the echo intensity calculated was many orders of magnitude less than measured. In hindsight it appears that the smooth surface of the sine-wave model is not realistic for microwave frequencies. It is known that a long, relatively smooth distributed target will scatter poorly in the back direction unless there are discontinuities in the target or if the surface is rough. It is interesting to note that Goldstein\textsuperscript{13} stated that for the theory to explain the experimental results the "maximum sea wavelength which contributes to the echo is only one-half wavelength." At microwave frequencies "these waves can thus only be small irregularities on the surface of the larger waves. In fact these correspond to ripples smaller than have been as yet observed." These ripples do exist and they can be important in radar scatter at microwave frequencies. Goldstein's interpretation of electromagnetic scattering theory was correct and it is unfortunate there wasn't better knowledge available of the ripples (capillaries) at that time. The early attempts at using...
diffraction theory to explain sea echo failed because of too simple a model for the sea. Although theory indicated what the correct model should be, apparently it was not appreciated until later that waves did exist on the ocean surface that were comparable to microwave wavelengths.

Goldstein also examined the hypothesis that scattering results from spray droplets thrown up above the water surface. Droplets over the water surface could explain qualitatively the polarization effects observed experimentally at low grazing angles. It was suggested that the droplets are illuminated by a direct ray from the radar and a ray reflected from the surface of the water. These two rays combine vectorially at the water droplets. With horizontal polarization, the magnitude of the reflection coefficient is very nearly unity and the phase shift on reflection is approximately \( \pi \) radians. Thus at low grazing angles the two rays will destructively interfere and little or no energy will illuminate the droplets. The less energy illuminating the target, the less will be the magnitude of the echo. A similar effect occurs with vertical polarization except for the important difference that at the Brewster angle the magnitude of the reflection coefficient is less than unity so that the direct and reflected rays do not produce complete cancellation as observed with horizontal polarization. Thus the vertically polarized waves place more of the radiated energy at low angles and will give a greater reflection than with horizontal polarization. Simple theory predicts that the echo with horizontally polarized radiation over a perfectly reflecting surface will vary as \( f^4 \) at low grazing angles. As the sea becomes rougher the differences observed experimentally with the two polarizations become less. This is explained in the droplet theory by stating that as the sea becomes rougher the interference pattern, especially at the minima, tends to be destroyed. Since the drops are small compared to the wavelength, the droplet theory predicts that the target echo should vary as \( f^4 \) in rough weather and \( f^8 \) in calm weather. This dependence of \( \sigma^0 \) is not usually observed. Another reason to suspect the validity of the droplet theory is that the polarization dependence is observed experimentally to be greatest in a calm sea when there is no spray. For these and other reasons Goldstein concludes that it is "not likely that the drop mechanism represents the actual state of affairs." The major interest in the droplet theory is that it seems to explain the polarization dependence. This does not depend necessarily on the scatterers being droplets so that in seeking a better model one might look for a different type of scatterer but keep the concept of direct and reflected rays at low grazing angles.

(\text{It might be noted in passing that, as mentioned in Sec. 4, breaking waves do cause whitecaps and spray that result in a spiky echo of short duration. Thus spray, droplets or whitecaps can produce a radar echo but they do not seem to be a major contributor to the total echo from the sea.})
Although there may be a correlation between a whitecap and the appearance of a spiky echo on an A scope it is not clear whether the major contribution to the echo comes from the spray or from the very peaked crest that develops before the wave breaks.

Katzin\(^3\) advanced the suggestion that instead of droplets the scattering elements are small patches, or facets, that overlie the main large-scale wave pattern. He considered the surface of the sea to be the superposition of facets of various sizes, with orientations distributed about the main sea contour. He assumed that the phases of the signals scattered from the facets were independent and reasoned that since the values of \(\sigma^2\) at low grazing angles were small (10\(^{-3}\) or less) the scattering mechanism should be rather highly directive. This suggested to him that the scattering properties of inclined flat plates (facets) be investigated. Katzin claims this theory accounts for the behavior in the interference region and the critical angle, and that it explains the approximate polarization dependence, the approximate frequency dependence and the behavior near normal incidence. It is also said to account for the spikiness observed with horizontal polarization at low grazing angles.

Katzin's facet theory failed to explain the observed upwind-downwind ratio (Sec. 3) of sea echo. Schooley\(^1\) suggests this was due to a lack of measurements of the facet size and slope distributions upon which to base calculations. As mentioned in Sec. 3, Schooley measured the statistics of the facet sizes in a laboratory water wind-tunnel and from these measurements calculated the upwind-downwind ratio as a function of depression angle at several frequencies. His results as shown in Fig. 12 were in sufficient qualitative agreement with measurements as to lend support to Katzin's facet model.

Both Schooley and Katzin assumed that the scattering from the facets was essentially independent of the polarization. Wright\(^2, 3\) has studied both experimentally and theoretically the scattering from capillary waves at intermediate grazing angles in the plateaus region. He suggests that the elemental scatterers are more appropriately thought of as patches of water waves whose scattering properties prove to be strongly polarization dependent. Capillary waves are small wind-generated ripples of wavelength less than about one inch that ride on top of the larger wave structure. They are important to the scattering mechanism at X band and higher frequencies since the scattering is attributed to water waves of propagation constant \(k = 2\pi/\lambda_w\), which are related to the microwave propagation constant \(k_0 = 2\pi/\lambda_r\) by \(k = 2k_0 \cos \varphi\), where \(\lambda_w\) = water wavelength, \(\lambda_r\) = radar wavelength and \(\varphi\) = grazing angle. Wright derived a theoretical relation for the scattering from such waves and was able to obtain good agreement between theory and experimental measurements of the variation.
of $\sigma^0$ as a function of grazing angle for vertical polarization. The agreement for horizontal polarization was not as good. Wright's work is of interest since he carried out his experiments under controlled laboratory conditions in a wave tank. Although the wave tank may not represent the ocean in all respects, controlled laboratory experiments give an understanding of the factors determining the radar echo from the real ocean. Wright's application of first order (small amplitude) scattering theory appears to have been more successful than previous attempts to quantitatively associate radar sea echo to the properties of the ocean waves.

It seems to have been well established that theories describing radar scattering from the ocean must take account of the small wave structure (ripples, capillaries, facets) as well as the large wave structure. Theoretical studies by [68, 69] of scattering from rough surfaces now recognize the composite nature of surfaces like the sea and consider both the large-scale and the superimposed small scale irregularities. If the frequency is low enough the effect of the small scale wave structure should be negligible and only the large waves will affect the sea echo. This was mentioned briefly in Sec. 6 on doppler effect. At the lower radar frequencies (HF, VHF and perhaps UHF) the radar wavelengths are comparable to the water wavelengths that begin to interest oceanographers and data on ocean wave spectra including these components are more likely to be available than the spectra of the capillary waves that affect the higher microwave frequencies.

At the time of writing, much progress has been made toward understanding the physical mechanism producing sea echo and in the development of mathematical models that permit quantitative predictions of sea echo behavior and comparisons of theory with experiment. More progress is needed.

8. INFLUENCE ON DESIGN

It is not unusual for the sensitivity of a radar required to detect targets over water to be limited by the sea echo, or clutter, rather than receiver "thermal" noise. The sea echo can extend to the radar horizon which typically might be about 10 miles or more for a shipboard radar and much farther for an airborne radar. The design philosophy of a clutter-limited radar can be decidedly different from one that is noise limited. The term sea clutter is used in this section for sea echo to emphasize that the echo from the sea is a nuisance that "clutters" the radar with undesired targets that can hinder the detection of the desired targets. In such a situation the aim of the radar designer is to reduce the amount of clutter with which the desired target must compete by resolving the target in doppler frequency (MTI), range (wide bandwidth), and angle (narrow beamwidth). Improvement of the detectability of targets in clutter...
can be obtained by properly employing scan-to-scan integration and pulse-to-pulse frequency agility so as to utilize independent samples of clutter echoes. Techniques such as logarithmic receivers with FTC (Fast Time Constant), adaptive video thresholding and similar methods do not provide enhancement of the target-to-clutter ratio. They do prevent overloading of the receiver or display and are often helpful for that reason.

**Range Equation for Clutter.** The maximum range $R_{\text{max}}$ of a pulse radar viewing clutter at low grazing angles can be expressed as

$$R_{\text{max}} = \frac{c}{(S/C)_{\text{min}} \sigma^0 \theta_b c(\tau/2) \sec \varphi}$$

(17)

where $\sigma$ is the target cross section (A summary of the cross section of sea targets is given in Ref. 65.), $(S/C)_{\text{min}}$ = minimum signal-to-clutter ratio necessary for reliable detection, $\theta_b$ = azimuth beamwidth, $c$ = velocity of propagation, $\tau$ = pulse width, and $\varphi$ = grazing angle. This equation is different from the normal radar range equation that assumes the sensitivity is limited by noise rather than clutter. Note that the range as given by Eq. (17) does not depend explicitly on the transmitted power. An increase in power increases the echo from the target, but it also increases in like amount the echo from the clutter. The transmitted power does not appear in the range equation so long as the power is large enough to make the clutter echo at the receiver significantly larger than the receiver noise. For simplicity here the receiver noise is ignored, but it cannot be neglected at long ranges or when the clutter coefficient $\sigma^0$ is small. (More precisely, the clutter-plus-noise power should be considered rather than clutter only or noise only.) The antenna gain and effective aperture do not appear explicitly in Eq. (17) except for the azimuth beamwidth $\theta_b$.

A narrow beam is desired so as to reduce the size of the clutter patch with which the target echo must compete. A narrow beam implies a high gain. For a given size aperture, the higher the frequency the higher the gain. This reasoning might lead to the selection of a high radar frequency for a radar that must operate in sea clutter, but it must be cautioned that the higher the frequency the greater is the value of $\sigma^0$, especially if the polarization is horizontal. Generalities cannot be offered in selecting the radar frequency since one must carefully consider factors not given explicitly in the simple radar equation.

The pulse width of the radar should be small to achieve long range in clutter. This might seem strange since the shorter the pulse the less the energy contained in the signal. Contrary to the experience with noise-limited radars, the lesser energy in a short pulse does not degrade detection
as long as the assumptions contained in Eq. (17) apply, in particular that the clutter echo is large compared to the receiver noise. Pulse-compression waveforms can be used to achieve the benefit of the clutter reduction afforded by a short pulse as well as the added energy in the transmitted waveform to extend the range of the radar when not clutter limited. Too small a resolution cell can sometimes result in a degradation of detection if the resolution of the display is not as good as that of the radar waveform. A collapsing loss can result. There is also the problem inherent with high resolution radar that there may be too much information for an operator to handle effectively. Automatic processing might be employed to relieve the burden on the operator but practical difficulties of equipment implementation might arise if the bandwidth associated with high resolution signals is too wide.

The factor (S/C)$_{\text{min}}$ is analogous to the minimum detectable signal-to-noise ratio of the conventional noise-limited radar equation. To specify the signal-to-clutter ratio for a given probability of detection and average false alarm time requires a knowledge of the statistics of the clutter, in particular the probability density function and the correlation of the echo with time and space. The statistics of real sea clutter are not as well described mathematically as those of thermal noise. One of the simplest statistical models is to assume the clutter echo is composed of a large number of independent scatterers of approximately equal size. This clutter model is described by the Rayleigh probability density function. The Rayleigh model is convenient mathematically and it is the same probability density function that describes the envelope of the noise from a narrow-band filter. There is experimental evidence, however, which indicates that in some situations the sea clutter statistics are not faithfully described by a Rayleigh distribution but show higher likelihood of obtaining a large value of clutter than would be given by a strictly Rayleigh distribution.$^3$ (See discussion of Fluctuations in Sec. 6.) When no precise information of the clutter statistics are available (or more correctly, the statistics of clutter-plus-noise) the radar designer is quite likely to take as approximations to the correct value for the signal-to-clutter power ratio the values of signal-to-noise ratio (S/N), visibility factor (V$_0$) or ratio of signal-energy-to-noise-power-per-unit-bandwidth (E/No).

The terms probability of detection, probability of false alarm and average time between false alarms have well understood meanings when the target signal competes only with receiver noise. They are less well determined when detection is limited by clutter. In addition to not knowing precisely the probability density function for a particular sea condition there is also the problem that the distribution is dependent on the direction of the wind and it varies with time at any point in the ocean and can be different at any one time at different locations. Thus the clutter statistics in a particular area are not necessarily stationary as can
generally be assumed for the statistics of receiver noise. The clutter statistics will also depend on the general area of the world being considered. A shipborne radar in the Mediterranean Sea in the summer where the seas are relatively calm is likely to perform far better than a similar radar in the North Atlantic during winter. A radar that is operating poorly because of high sea conditions is likely to continue to operate poorly until better sea conditions prevail. Thus one must treat with caution concepts such as the probability of detection developed for the noise-limited situations when applied to the radar limited by sea clutter. (Nevertheless, the radar designer must often employ the concepts developed for noise-limited radars when no better information exists.) The oceanographer has data on the sea conditions for various parts of the world but these are not always easy to convert to values of $\sigma^0$, the parameter of interest to the radar designer.

The sea at any particular point is ever changing, but during the usual observation time of a scanning radar (perhaps a fraction of a second) the sea is essentially "frozen." Thus the sea clutter will tend to be correlated from pulse-to-pulse throughout the scan so that integrating a number of pulses does not necessarily improve the signal-to-clutter ratio as would integrating pulses in a noise-limited situation where the noise is independent pulse-to-pulse. The decorrelation time of sea echo is stated by Croney to be about 0.01 sec at X band. He shows that improvement in signal-to-clutter can be achieved by using a rapidly rotating antenna (600 rpm with a PRF = 5000 Hz in his experiments) so that integration of scan-to-scan decorrelated returns is practical. Instead of sweeping the antenna slowly so as to obtain a large number of pulses per target per scan it is better to scan rapidly and to integrate the same total number of returns from scan to scan. The integration is performed on a cathode-ray-tube display in the examples investigated by Croney.

The decorrelation time of the order of 0.01 sec mentioned above is apparently due to the motion of the water surface causing the scattering. If this is the case then the decorrelation time might be expressed as $T_d > \lambda/4v$ where $\lambda$ is the radar wavelength and $v$ is the velocity of the scatter. The correlation time thus should be proportional to wavelength. However the velocity of the wave is proportional to the square root of the water wavelength (Eqs. (1) and (2)) so that as the radar wavelength increases the correlation time increases, but at a slower rate than that given by a linear law. Another factor to consider is that Eqs. (1) and (2) relating velocity and wavelength apply to gravity waves and not to the capillary waves experienced at X band. Perhaps an upper bound to the decorrelation time can be had from an examination of the solid curve of Fig. 18 giving "doppler" frequency shift as a function of frequency. The inverse of this
frequency shift may be considered a measure of decorrelation time. To account for a decorrelation time of about 0.01 sec at X band (frequency shift of 100 Hz) requires that the scatterers be driven by a wind of no less than several knots.

In addition to the normal sea clutter there are often large peaks of sea echo (perhaps corresponding to a radar cross section of 1 sq m or more) that might be caused by breaking waves. The correlation time of these spike-like echoes is determined by a different mechanism than the simple water motion described above. These echoes might persist for several seconds at X band.

In the conventional noise-limited radar equation, the range enters as the fourth power. Therefore changes in such factors as the transmitter power, noise figure, required signal-to-noise ratio, and target cross section do not have as significant an effect on the range as do similar changes in the factors of the clutter-limited equation where the range is to the first power. For example, if the actual target cross section is 3 db less than that assumed for calculating the range in a noise-limited case, the actual range will be about 84% of that predicted. In the clutter-limited case of Eq. (17) the actual range would be half that calculated. The same holds true of the other parameters. One of the most uncertain factors in the clutter-limited range equation is the value of $\sigma^0$. An uncertainty of only 3 db in its value is considered good. However, it is not unusual to find differences of 10 db in values of $\sigma^0$ obtained under seemingly identical experimental conditions. The radar designer when possible must allow for these uncertainties with conservative design. Because of the linear range dependence, a clutter-limited radar is likely to experience wider fluctuations in performance than a noise-limited radar.

Equation (17) is an approximation for low grazing angles. At or near normal incidence, the applicable equation is

$$ R_{\text{max}}^2 = \frac{\sigma G_t \sin \varphi}{\sigma^0 4 \pi (S/C)_{\text{min}}} $$

where $G_t = \text{transmitting antenna gain}$ and the other factors have been defined previously.

A civil marine radar must see stationary targets or targets moving too slowly relative to the motion of the sea for effective MTI or discrimination by doppler. To be detected, their echoes must be significantly larger than the echoes from the sea. As an example of the clutter magnitude, assume
a beamwidth of one degree, a pulse width of one microsecond, and the range of interest to be five miles. The size of the clutter patch illuminated by the radar is approximately $R_{eb}c\pi/2 = 5 \times 1852 \times (1/57.2) \times 150 = 24000 \text{ m}^2$. If the clutter coefficient $\sigma^0$ is $-40 \text{ db}$ and if the signal-to-clutter ratio must be $16 \text{ db}$ for reliable detection, the minimum size target than can be discerned is about $100 \text{ m}^2$. At this range such a radar will easily see a merchant ship but would probably not see a small fishing vessel or unaugmented buoys.

**Polarization Choice.** Horizontal polarization is generally chosen for civil marine radars since sea clutter is usually less with horizontal polarization. However, for targets very low on the water vertical polarization might sometimes result in better signal-to-clutter ratio and is likely to produce fewer false alarms.

As was mentioned in Sec. 3, the appearance of the radar display is different for the two polarizations when viewing the sea at low grazing angles. Vertical polarization produces a more noiselike appearance and seems to be reflected from more of the wave than horizontal polarization. The appearance of horizontal polarization is spikier and although its average level is higher, the spiky nature of the return can be comparable to or larger than the average level of vertical polarization. The spikier nature of the clutter makes it more difficult to distinguish real targets from the false alarms generated by the sea echo even though the average value of $\sigma^0$ for horizontal polarization may be smaller.

At the present time there appears to be contradictory advice as to the best polarization for detecting small targets in sea clutter. Some experiments comparing the two polarizations seem to indicate a slight preference for vertical but most of the radar designs use horizontal. The choice is not clear. (Perhaps it doesn't matter?)

**Critical Angle and Target Detectability.** The difference in critical angle for the sea clutter and the target can result in the detection of clutter-limited targets at long ranges when it would be undetectable at shorter ranges. Figure 19 illustrates qualitatively why this can happen. The solid curve shows the approximate variation of the target echo signal with range, neglecting many factors such as the earth's curvature, refraction, interference lobes, and target cross section variation with elevation aspect. These are neglected to simply illustrate the gross nature of the phenomenon involved. The variation of the target echo with range before the critical angle is reached, is as $R^{-4}$ as it should be for the classical radar equation. In the interference region below the critical angle corresponding to the target height, the variation is as $R^{-8}$. The sea clutter considered as a target has a cross section of $\sigma_c = \sigma^0 R \theta_b c(\pi/2) \sec \phi$
Fig. 19 - Simple representation showing target and clutter signal variation with range. The shaded regions indicate where the target-to-clutter ratio would be adequate for detection.
which when inserted into the classical radar equation gives a variation of \( R^{-3} \) at close range and at the longer ranges when the clutter lies below the critical angle, the variation is \( R^{-7} \). (Many factors have been omitted to illustrate the effect simply.) Figure 19 shows that at short ranges the target-to-clutter ratio can be sufficiently high for target detection. As the range increases, the target echo falls off faster \( (R^{-4}) \) than the clutter echo \( (R^{-3}) \) and the target-to-clutter ratio becomes too small for detection. As the range is increased still farther, the critical angle of the clutter is reached and the clutter decreases as \( R^{-7} \). If the target is sufficiently high above the water so that it is not in the interference region, the clutter echo will drop below the target echo and detection will again take place. Detection will continue to occur with increasing range until the target is in the interference region and the curves again intersect or until the range is so great that the receiver noise is no longer negligible.

Clutter Matched Filter. Classical radar design calls for the use of a matched filter in the receiver to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio. The noise need not be restricted to the white, Gaussian characteristic usually assumed. Clutter can be considered as noise and the frequency response function \( H_c(f) \) for the matched clutter filter has been shown by Urkowitz to be

\[
H_c(f) = \frac{k}{S(f)}
\]

(19)

where \( k \) is a constant and \( S(f) \) is the spectrum of the received signal, i.e., Fourier transform of the time waveform \( s(t) \). Such filters maximize the signal-to-clutter ratio when receiver noise is negligible but when noise cannot be neglected there can be a loss in detectability as compared to a filter matched for the noise-limited waveform in the absence of clutter. Thus some compromise must often be made if a single clutter filter is to be used in the noise-limited case as well. Physically the matched clutter filter achieves its effectiveness against clutter by making the range resolution small. It seems that both the matched clutter filter and the matched filter for white, Gaussian noise can be of comparable performance against clutter if wideband waveforms are used. The matched filter for noise would be the preferred approach since it also does well in the absence of clutter.

The theory and analyses of optimum filtering, the Q-function, the ambiguity diagram and waveform synthesis for achieving target enhancement in the presence of clutter have been thoroughly studied in the literature. The practical application of these theoretical concepts has been limited.
MTI. When the target motion is sufficiently different from the motion of the sea to separate the target echo from the sea echo on the basis of frequency differences, CW, MTI or pulse doppler methods may be employed for further increasing the target-to-clutter ratio over that obtained from the resolution in angle and range. The separation of an aircraft target echo from the sea echo by doppler filtering is a good way to eliminate the competing clutter. However, a slow moving ship might have a doppler shift close to that of the sea so that MTI or doppler processing would be difficult. The problem is even more difficult when the MTI radar is on a moving platform such as a ship. As far as is known, past MTI radar design has generally been conventional in that low-pass filtering is employed to eliminate clutter rather than the bandpass filtering as might be a better fit to the actual spectrum as mentioned in Sec. 6.

Decorrelation with Frequency. The echo from a distributed target such as sea clutter will fluctuate in amplitude as a function of frequency. The frequency must change by approximately the reciprocal of the pulse width for decorrelation of the echo amplitude. The return from an ideal point target is independent of the frequency. Therefore it has been suggested that target-to-clutter enhancement can be obtained by using pulse-to-pulse frequency agility. There are several methods for processing the signal to achieve the reduction in clutter but the basic principle is to filter the nonfluctuating from the fluctuating return.

The frequency agility technique performs signal processing in the video portion of the receiver after the phase information has been removed. It acts on the amplitude information only (noncoherent signal processing). The physical process that is employed to reduce the clutter relative to the point target is the equivalent of range resolution and employs bandwidth for this purpose just as the short pulse and the pulse compression radars do for reducing clutter. The classical short pulse radar also can be thought of as decorrelating the clutter. Its spectrum can be broken into a number of narrow intervals analogous to the different frequencies employed by the frequency-agile clutter-decorrelation radar. Clutter is decorrelated except in the region corresponding to the reciprocal of the bandwidth. Thus the short pulse and pulse compression radars are cousins to the frequency agile radar. The usual frequency agile radar as referred to here performs its processing in the video and so will suffer more degradation at low signal-to-noise ratios than a short pulse or pulse compression radar with coherent (matched filter) predetection processing. The short pulse technique is also superior to the usual implementation of a noncoherent frequency-agile radar when viewing a large distributed target in distributed clutter. The short pulse radar can resolve the target and might even give an indication of its shape, without loss in detectability. The noncoherent frequency-agile radar on the other hand might process a distributed target just as it would distributed clutter and the target might be removed along with the clutter.
Another advantage of coherent methods is that it is known how to design such waveforms for good range and doppler resolution. The frequency agile radar might have an advantage in some limited situations if the bandwidth over which it operates is considerably greater than that which can be obtained by a coherent pulse compression or short pulse radar. In such a case there could be an equipment advantage for the wide-band noncoherent frequency-agile signal processing method. However, the state of the art in pulse compression is such that there are not many situations where a noncoherent frequency-agile, clutter-decorrelation radar would be the preferred means for enhancing the target-to-clutter ratio.

The Selection of $\sigma^o$. One of the recurring messages made throughout this report is that the existing data for sea echo is not precise and is not completely related to a satisfactory theoretical model of the sea scattering mechanism or to oceanographic parameters. Nevertheless, the radar system engineer must have quantitative information on which to base design and has to use the best data he thinks is available even if it is lacking in accuracy. The designer needs to know of $\sigma^o$ its probability density function, its correlation with time and its variation over a period of time and with location. These can be determined in any specific situation but it is usually too expensive to obtain complete information in most circumstances. The radar designer must estimate these factors as best as possible from the existing data and apply a safety factor if circumstances permit this luxury. Often only the average or the median value of $\sigma^o$ is available and not too good a value at that.

The curves of Fig. 7 can be used as a basis for selecting a value of $\sigma^o$ for design purposes when no better information is available. These curves might apply for winds of 15 knots at microwave frequencies. To account for $\sigma^o$ at other wind speeds the critical angle should be changed as given by Eq. (6) with the data for wave height as given in Fig. 2. The curves in the plateau region should be raised or lowered by the values suggested in Sec. 3. The value of $\sigma^o$ at normal incidence for other wind speeds can be found from Fig. 8. With a little boldness, design values can be generated provided the data of Fig. 7 is not extrapolated too far and the degree of uncertainty in the data is properly understood. The designer should not come to believe that with repeated usage this information becomes more correct. It should always be kept in mind that existing sea echo data can be improved but that the engineer must do the best with whatever is available at the time it is needed. Figure 20 is an example of the results of this type of brash extrapolation for a wind speed of 30 knots. Such extrapolations should be used only when no other information exists.
Fig. 20 - Extrapolated estimate of $\sigma^o$ for rough seas (about 30 knot winds)
for microwave frequencies.
9. POTENTIAL OCEANOGRAPHIC APPLICATIONS

Radar sea echo is a nuisance to the radar designer who wants to maximize the ability to detect and track targets over the ocean. It is a form of interference that can limit the sensitivity of radar. However, sea echo can serve some useful purpose to the oceanographer, if not the radar designer. In recent years there has been increasing interest in applying radar for the measurement of oceanographic information. The oceanographic-measurement radar might be operated from land, ship or aircraft and serious consideration is being given to operation from satellites.

Of chief interest seems to be the use of radar to measure the roughness of the sea, or the sea state. Since the sea surface roughness is dependent upon the wind it is hoped that radar sea echo can give an indication of the local wind conditions as well as the roughness. The effect of wind on \( \sigma^0 \) vs grazing angle as in Figs. 6 and 7 illustrates several methods for measuring wind (or sea state) with radar. Consider the variation of \( \sigma^0 \) vs angle near normal incidence as illustrated in Fig. 21. The shape of this portion of the \( \sigma^0 \) vs \( \varphi \) curves depends on the wind. The scatterometer proposed by Moore and Pierson is based on this principle. The scatterometer measures \( \sigma^0 \) vs grazing angle and relates the shape to the surface wind speed.

It might also be possible to correlate the absolute value of the echo at normal incidence with sea state. This would have the advantage, if it could be accomplished, of requiring the least power of any method for sea state measurement since \( \sigma^0 \) is at its maximum value at normal incidence.

In the plateau region the value of \( \sigma^0 \) depends on the wind and might be used to correlate radar with sea conditions. The variability of the data has generally been too great for serious attempts to take advantage of this correlation.

In principle, the critical angle can also be used to measure surface roughness. This would require much more power than the scatterometer because of the lower values of \( \sigma^0 \) at the critical angle, perhaps as much as 20 db or more.

Sea state might also be measured with high range resolution radar by examining the build up time of the leading edge of the pulse when viewing the sea at normal incidence. High range resolution combined with high angle resolution can actually profile the wave shape. Such radars probably would have to operate at the higher microwave frequencies, millimeter waves, or laser frequencies in order to achieve the necessary resolution.

Polarization ratio is also sea state dependent and might be useful if the variability in measurement is not excessive.
Fig. 21 - Relationship of $\sigma^0$ and wind speed, or sea clutter.
The sea echo from microwave radar at the lower grazing angles depends on the direction of the wind relative to the radar pointing direction. The echo is generally greatest looking into the wind and least looking with the wind. Measurements of $\sigma^0$ as a function of angle about a single observation point can then give the wind direction. This, however, is difficult to achieve.

The wind direction might also be obtained by comparing the magnitude of the two Doppler frequency components corresponding to the approaching and receding resonant waves. (This correlation with wind has yet to be proven.) By measuring the amplitude of the Doppler frequency components over a range of carrier frequencies, the ocean wave spectrum might possibly be obtained.

Water wavelengths and direction might be obtained by an imaging radar that can map the wave patterns. Imaging radars can also discern land-sea and ice-sea boundaries and can differentiate between different types of sea ice, if the dynamic range of the radar is adequate.

Microwave and millimeter radar might also be used to study the very small waves in the ocean. Present oceanographic techniques for studying the small capillary waves could be improved and radar is worth trying.

In addition to wave profiling, lasers operating at frequencies that can penetrate the water (blue-green) can also measure turbidity and do bottom contouring if the water is not too deep.

Measurement of the reflection coefficient of the sea over a range of frequencies under known sea-state conditions might be able to yield information as to the electrical properties of the sea, from which salinity might be inferred.

Although there seems to be many possible applications of radar to oceanography there has not been wide exploitation of radar for this purpose. Demonstration of feasibility would be required for almost all of the above mentioned techniques since most of these are still in the category of hopeful ideas rather than proven capabilities.
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A REVIEW OF RADAR SEA ECHO

A summary report.

Merrill I. Skolnik

Abstract

The radar echo from the sea limits the ability of radar to detect targets. A knowledge of the sea echo is necessary, therefore, for proper design of radars that must detect targets on or over the sea. This report briefly reviews the ocean surface characteristics that affect radar echo and summarizes the present status of knowledge of the sea echo as a function of radar grazing angle, sea state and wind, polarization, frequency and other factors. A plot of $\sigma_0$ (radar cross section per unit area) as a function of grazing angle and frequency obtained from an averaged composite of reported data shows that no simple law of frequency dependence should be expected. The attempts made in the past to provide theoretical models describing the sea echo are reviewed and lead up to the presently accepted models of scattering surfaces composed of the larger gravity waves on which are superimposed the smaller capillary waves. The influence of sea echo on radar design is discussed and is considerably different than the usual design restraints imposed by thermal noise. The potential application of radar for oceanographic measurements such as sea state and wind is described.
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